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ABSTRACT 

LBL-l609l 

Analog simulations of the three-photon Josephson parametric ampli-

fier indicate that the noise rise observed in experimental devices arises 

from occasional hopping between a mode at the pump frequency, wP ' and a 

mode at the half-harmonic, Wp /2., The hopping is induced by thermal noise 

associated with the shunt resistance. 
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1-4 5 The three- and four-photon Josephson parametric amplifiers have 

been plagued by the problem of "noise rise", a noise temperature that in-

6-9 10 creases roughly as the power gain. Huberman et ale first suggested 

that chaos might be the explanation of this phenomenon in the four-photon 

case, and there has subsequently been a considerable literature on the 

subect?-9,11 Pedersen and Davidson8 concluded that chaos could indeed ex

plain the noise rise in the four-photon amplifier, while Levinsen9 con-

cluded that chaos could not be the explanation in either the three- or 

four-photon case. Levinsen9 emphasizes that an important aspect of the 

real amplifiers has usually been neglected in the other studies of chao-

tic behavior, namely the circuit that couples the signal to and from the 

junction. Since the gain of the amplifier is intimately related to the 

impedance presented by the coupling circuit, any model that attempts to 

explain the noise rise must include this element. 

R 12 ° 1 dO f h ° J h 1 ° ecent experl.menta stuJ:es 0 . c aos l.n-a osep son- tunne . Junc::-__ _ 

tion shunted by a resistor with significant self-inductance have brought 

to light an important effect due to the presence of thermal noise in a 

non-linear system exhibiting subharmonic modes and chaos. In this sys-

tem, noise-induced "hopping" between nearby modes can occur, resulting 

in copious levels of noise at low frequencies. To test whether such hop-

ping effects can occur in a Josephson parametric amplifier, we have simu-

lated the three-photon mode with an analog simulator that includes both 

a calibrated thermal noise source and a model for the coupling circuit. 

We conclude, first, that chaos cannot explain the noise rise, and, second, 

that there is strong evidence that the hopping mechanism accounts for the 

observed noise. 
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The analog circuit, suggested by Levinsen,9 is illustrated in Fig. 

1. We assume the resistively shunted junction model with Be :: 2TIIoR~e/ 

~ = 26.3 for all simulations discussed here; I is the critical current, 
o 0 

l/R
J 

is the quasiparticle conductance, C is the self-capacitance, and 

~ - h/2e is the flux quantum. The pump is represented by a current 
o 

source, Ipcos(Wpt), and the deta~ls of its coupling circuit are assumed 

to be unimportant. We report simulations for wp/wo = 1.12, where Wo -

(2TII /~ C)!2 is the maximum plasma frequency. Although Kautzll states 
o 0 

that chaotic solutions exist only for l/R
J

C ~ W ~w , we have discovered 
o 

no significant difference between simulations for wp/wo = 1.12, wp/wo = 

0.93, and wp/wo = 0.84, except in the pump amplitude required for maxi

mum gain. In real parametric amplifiers, one generally uses a circuLator 

to couple the signal into and out of the junction. We represent this 

element in our model by a resonant circuit tuned to the signal frequency, 

-~ Ws = (L' e') • We chose values of L', C' and of the series and load re-

!.: 
sistors, R' and~, to achieve a Q for the coupling circuit, (L'/C') 2/ 

(R' + ~), of about 20. We also maintained the conditions R' = ~ arid 

. 4 
R' + ~ ~ R

J 
necessary to achieve near-optimum noise performance. 

Finally, a white noise current, IN(t), was included to represent Nyquist 

noise in the shunt conductance of the junction. 13 The magnitude of this 

noise is characterized by r :: 2TIkBT/I ~ • 
o 0 

We followed the standard procedure in setting up the correct pump 

and dc-bias levels. With low pump power and a small signal at Ws ~ wp /2, 

we adjusted the dc-bias current, I dc ' until signal gain and an idler at 

frequency wi = wp - Ws ~ Ws were observed. We then increased the pump 

amplitude, I p ' adjusting Idc to achieve maximum gain. Maximum gain oc-
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curs when4 w = w[J (n) ]~[i - (I II )2]~ where n == 2eVp/hwp and Vp is 
S 0 0 dc 0 ' 

the voltage across the junction at the pump frequency. 

Figure 2 illustrates representative examples of our results. In 

Fig. 2(a), we plot the spectral density of the voltage across 1). for 

Ip/Io = 0 and Ip/Io = 0.682 (the point of maximum gain) in the absence 

of added thermal noise (the residual noise level corresponds to r = 6.1 

x 10-7). The idler is approximately equal to the signal in amplitude. 

The smaller peaks at frequencies below wi and above Ws represent reson

ances associated with the coupling circuit. 14 The signal gain, G
S

' is 

19.9 dB, while the noise gain, GN, at frequency Ws increases by 31 dB as 

Ip/Io is increased from 0 to its value for maximum gain. (The signal 

gain, GS' is the ratio of the power at w = Ws for Ip/Io = 0.682 to that 

at Ip/Io = 0; the noise gain, GN, is the ratio of the noise powers at 

W ~wS for the same two pump levels.) For larger values of Ip or I dc ' a 

bifurcation-occurs to an oscillation at wp/2. _ Thi~ beh~vi9r i~ w~ll-___ -

d d . 11 15 d' f 1 f h . th h ocumente exper~menta y, an ~s a use u means 0 s ow~ng at t e 

maximum gain condition has just been passed. At the bifurcation point, 

-signal amplification drops sharply. Furthermore, there is no evidence 

for chaotic solutions at nearby bias points. 

Figure 2(b) shows the results for the same range of pump amplitudes 

with r = 1.8 x 10-4 , or T = 4.2K for-I = 1 mAo The maximum signal gain 
o 

decreases to 14.0 dB from its noise-free value of 19.9 dB. More impor-

tantly, the noise level near Ws has increased far more sharply than the 

signal, by 32 dB as the gain is increased from unity to its maximum value. 

An important issue in the history of both the three- and four-photon 

amplifiers has been the exact dependence of the noise temperature, TN' on 
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the signal gain, GS.To addr'ess this question, in Fig. 3 we plot GN/GS 

(a quantity proportional to TN) versus GS ' where we varied GS by varying 

Ip with Idc kept fixed at is value for maximum gain. For r = 6.1 x 10-7 

(upper curve) TN rises somewhat as GS rises to about 7 dB, and is con

stant for higher values of GS ' Thus, iorGS > 7 dB, TN is independent of 

GS ' as one would expect for a useful amplifier •. On the other hand, for 

r = 1.8 x 10-4 (lower curve), the noise temperature rises steadily as GS 

is increased, by 18 dB as the gain increases from 0 to 14 dB. We note 

that TN rises more rapidly than Gs for values of GS below about 10 dB, 

and more slowly than GS for higher values of GS' This deviation from a 

linear relationship between TN and G
S 

is very compatible with the experi

mental results of Mygind et a1. 2 for values of GS up to about: 8 dB. How

ever, it is difficult to make meaningful comparisons of the magnitudes of 

TN obtained from our simulations with those obtained from real devices 

without more accurate information on the parameters of the real junction 

d ' . 1 f h I' , i 3,4 an , ~n part~cu ar,.? t· e coup ~ng c~rcu t. . 

To explore whether there is a wetl-defined threshold for the ons'et 

of the noise rise, we measured G
S 

andGN for several values of r; the re

sults are summarized in Table I. Even for values of r as low as 0.42 x 

10-5 (corresponding to a temperature of O.lK· for I = 1 rnA), the noise 
o 

rise is clearly present. The ratio ~N/GS is almost independent of tem

perature over the range O.lK ~ T ~ 0.42 (for,I = 1 rnA). Thus, only a 
o 

low level of thermal noise is necessary to trigger the noise rise. 

From these results, we can draw three conclusions about the noise 

rise in three-photon parametric amplifiers. First, choas is excluded as 

a possible explanation •. It is an inescapable fact that to achieve signif-
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icant levels of gain the amplifier must be operated at values of bias 

current and pump power below the threshold for bifurcation to. period two, 

and well-removed from possible chaotic modes that might exist at higher 

bias levels. Second, the noise rise occurs only when a non-zero level 

of thermal noise is present. Third, the noise rise is most likely the 

result of occasional hopping,induced by thermal noise, between a bias 

point in the unbifurcated region to an unstable one in the bifurcated re

gion. Qualitatively, one would expect this picture to give rise to a 

noise temperature that increases with gain: One increases the gain by bias

ing the amplifier nearer to the threshold for a period-doubling bifurcation, 

so that the likelihood of noise-induced hopping is inevitably increased. 

Finally, we emphasize that it is most unlikely that the mechanism 

we have presented here for the noise-rise in the three-photon amplifier 

accounts for the noise-rise in the four-photon amplifier, for which the 

amplificatioIl, p~oceps :i,nv(~lves s~gnificantly different dynamics. 

We are grateful to R. Y. Chiao for helpful discussions. This work 

was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of 

Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences Division of the U. S. Depart

ment of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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TABLE I. Dependence of GS ' GN and GN/GS on level of thermal noise. 

II r (x 10-5) GS (dB) G
N 

(dB) GN/GS 
(dB) 

1,.1 0.061 19.9 ± 0.1 31.1 ± 1.1 11.2 ± 1.1 

0.42 18.8 ± 0.1 36.6 ± 0.7 17.8 ± 0.7 

4.2 16.7 ± 0.1 36.3 ± 0.7 19.6 ± 0.7 

8.4 15.6 ± 0.1 34.7 ± 0.5 19.1 ± 0.5 

18.0 14.0 ± 0.1 32.0 ± 0.7 18.0 ± 0.7 

• 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Circuit for analog simulation of three-photon Josephson parametric 

amplifier. 

Fig. 2 Spectral density of voltage across ~ for analog parametric ampli

fier with BC = 26.3 and wp/wo = 1.12 for various pump powers. In 

(a) r = 6.1 x 10-7 while in (b) r = 1.8 x 10-4 . In both cases, 

the OdB reference level is the noise level at Ws in (a). 

Fig. 3 GN/GS (proportional to TN) vs. GS for (a) r = 6.1 x 10-7 and (b) 

r = 1.8 x 10-4 . Solid line represent TN cr GS' 

\,,1 

J 
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